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1.  Introduction

The reliability of any structure is the probability of
its  survival under possible extreme loadings. the If
structure is a concrete barrier that lies at a certain
depth in the soil, and a missile (a rigid projectile)
impacts the top of the soil cover normally, and subse-
quently after penetrating the soil cover completely hits
the barrier with certain striking velocity then the  reli-
ability of the barrier can be described as having the
probability of  not  getting penetrated  the  the missle.
In a deterministic sense, if the estimated depth of pen-
etration is small compared to the thickness of the con-
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crete barrier, the barrier may be considered safe.
However, this safety is not absolute safety but  "prob-
able safety ".  It is "probable safety" because all mate-
rial and geometric properties have some inherent vari-
ability, which makes determination of absolute safety
almost impossible. An effort can only be made to
design the barrier with a desired reliability for a given
range and type of missile impact.  In the recent past,
(Choudhary et al. 2002; Siddqui et al. 2002, 2003 and
Siddiqui 2003) carried out reliability assessments of
different types of target under missiles, projectiles or
jet aircraft impacts. 
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Determination of the reliability of underground con-
crete targets very much depends on estimation of an
damages (eg.  penetration) caused in these targets due
to missile impact. In the past, (Forrstal and Luk 1992;
Siddiqui and Abbas 2002 and Siddiqui et al. 2006)
studied mechanics of missile penetration in soil targets
and (Forrestal et al. 1994, 1996, 2003; Frew et al.
1998, 2006 and Khan et al. 2003) studied the penetra-
tion in concrete targets. In all instances, they deter-
mined expressions for depths of penetration and veri-
fied the analytical results with experimental findings. 

A careful review of the literature reveals that
although considerable material is available on the
mechanics of missile penetration into soil and concrete
targets, studies on the reliability assessment of under-
ground concrete targets are very scanty. Further, the
relevant work, eg. (Chaoudhury et al. 2002 and
Siddiqui et al. 2002) is on concrete targets which are
buried under rock. There appears to be no work, how-
ever,  on the reliability assessment of  concrete barri-
ers that are buried under the soil and hit by a missile
after completely penetrating the soil cover.  With this
in mind, the present study, a procedure has been pro-
posed for the reliability assessment of concrete barri-
ers that lie at a certain depth in the soil, and a missile
(rigid projectile) impacts the top of the soil cover nor-
mally, and, subsequently after completely penetrating
the soil cover hits the concrete barrier with a certain
striking velocity. For this purpose, using expressions
available in the literature, the striking velocity of a
missile at any depth of soil has been derived and then
expressions for the depths of penetration in the crater
and tunnel regions of a concrete barrier have been
deduced. These depths of penetration have been
employed for the derivation of limit state functions.
Using the derived limit state functions, the reliability
assessment of an underground concrete barrier has
then been carried out through the First Order
Reliability Method (Nowak and Collins 2000). The
presented procedure was illustrated by applying it to a
concrete barrier that lay at a certain depth in the soil.
Some parametric studies were also conducted to obtain
the design values which make the barrier as reliable as
desired. 

2.  Problem Formulation

In the present study, an underground concrete bar-
rier is assumed as failed if a missile completely pene-
trates the concrete thickness. This is due to the fact that
things of importance are kept under these barriers, and
a missile can cause considerable damage to them only
if it penetrates the concrete barrier completely.  To
derive limit state functions under the above criterion of
failure, first we require expressions for depths of pen-

etration in a concrete barrier due to missile impact.  In
the present study, these depths of penetration have
been derived under the following assumptions and ide-
alizations:

1.  The missile is rigid, ie. its deformation  is negligi-
ble, and only soil and concrete deformations have
been considered.

2.  The missile is considered to be of ogival nose
shape. 

3.    The impact of the missile is normal and axi-sym-
metric.

4.    The missile does not carry any warhead and so no
explosion has been considered.

5.   The rear face scabbing of the concrete target, due
to   missile penetration, is negligible. 

In the present study we are concerned with the reli-
ability analysis of a buried concrete target which is
considered failed if the missile penetrates it complete-
ly. Hence, conditions that lead to a higher depth of bar-
rier penetration will be a conservative estimate for reli-
ability calculations. Assumption (1) and (3) provide
higher depths of penetration than if the missile
deforms or impacts the target at a certain angle other
than normal (ie. oblique impact). 

For most targets, an ogival-nose-shaped missile
penetrates more than conical nose shape missile;
hence, assumption (2) is also on the conservative side
(Siddiqui and Abbas 2002). 

A missile carrying a warhead destroys the things
behind the concrete barrier in two stages: first it fully
penetrates the concrete barrier and then it explodes its
warhead to destroy everything behind the barrier. If
the missile fails to penetrate the barrier, the destruction
behind the concrete barrier may not be significant. For
this reason, in assumption (4), the explosion of the
warhead is neglected and the penetration of the con-
crete barrier has been considered as the failure of the
concrete barrier. 

As the subject of the present study is related to the
concrete barrier's penetration, rear face scabbing is
ignored in assumption (5). 

Under the above assumptions and idealizations,
when a missile impacts a uniform soil target at normal
incidence (Fig. 1) with an initial velocity Vo, and pro-
ceeds through the soil cover with velocity Vz at any
depth z, its nose experiences an axial force FZ.
Forrestal and Luk (1992) have developed the follow-
ing expression for this axial force Fz as

(1)

where, s and s are defined in Eq. (A-1) (Appendix).
From Newton's second law the equation for the

rigid body motion of a missile with a mass m is given
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as 

(2)

When a missile hits a concrete barrier, lying at a
depth of z in the soil with a striking velocity Vz it cre-
ates a conical-shaped crater region with a depth of
about two missile shank diameter ie. 4a, followed by a
circular cylinder-shaped tunnel region with a diameter
nearly equal to the shank diameter ie. 2a, (Forrestal et
al. 1994, 1996). The depths of penetration in the crater
region zsc and tunnel region  zft from the concrete sur-
face can be expressed as 

(3)

(4)

(5)

where,
S =  a parameter (Frew et al.  1998) 
fc =  unconfined compressive strength of concrete;
N = dimensionless  constant  that  depends  on missile  

caliber radius head (Fig.  3) 

(6)

c = density of concrete target; and 
Vc = rigid body missile velocity at zsc = 4a, it is given
by 

(7)  

Substituting expression of  Vz from Eq. (A-13) in
the above equation we get

(8)

Putting this value of Vc of Eq. (8) in Eq. (5), we get
c as 

(9)

Putting this value of c from Eq. (9) in Eq. (4) we
get 

(10)

Substituting Eq. (10) for and Eq. (A-11) for t into
Eq. (3) we have 

(12) 

If the depth of concrete target is dc, then the limit
state function (or safety margin) g(X) can be written as 

(13)
Substituting  zsc from Eq. (11) we have

(14)

where (X) denotes the vector of random variables
given by 

(15)
where, dg = z = depth of soil above the concrete sur-
face (Fig. 1).

The final depth of penetration in the crater region
is where the missile velocity becomes zero subject to a
maximum depth of 4a.  It is due to the fact that beyond
4a the tunnel region begins and the depth of penetra-
tion in this tunnel region can be expressed as (Forrestal
et al. 1994, Choudhury et al. 2002, Siddqui 2003).

(16)

Putting the value of Vc from Eq. (8) in the above equa-
tion we get 

(11)
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(17)

The limit state function g (X) for this region, meas-
ured from the concrete surface, therefore, can be
expressed as 

(18)

Substituting the expression of zft from Eq. (17) in
Eq. (18) we get the limit state function for the tunnel
region as

(19)
where, (X) denotes the same vector of random variable
as given by Eq. (15).

Since we have two limits state functions one for the
crater region and other for tunnel region to assign an
appropriate limit state function for reliability calcula-
tions, first we assume that the missile lies in the crater
region, and with this assumption we compute crater
depth zsc.  If this crater depth is less than the 4a, the

limit state function given by Eq. (14) is used.
Otherwise Eq. (19) is employed for reliability calcula-
tions.

3.  Reliability Estimation

Having established the limit state function, the next
step is the reliability assessment of the buried concrete
target against normal missile impact.  For this purpose,
a reliability technique known as First Order Reliability
Method (FORM) (Melchers 1999) has been employed.
A brief description of FORM is provided herein. In
brief, in this approach of reliability estimation, the
basic random variables xi (i = 1,2,..,n) are first trans-
formed to 'reduced uncorrelated variables' with zero
mean and unit variance as

(20)

w h e r e i n
µx and x are the mean and standard deviations of the
variables xi.  The reliability is measured in terms of a
reliability index, , which is defined as the shortest
distance to the failure surface from the origin in a z-
coordinate system, and it is related to the probability of
failure or probability of limit state violation for any
limit state as

(21)

wherein Pf is the failure probability and -1(.) is the
inverse of standard normal distribution function. The
reliability index is found from the solution of the
constrained optimization problem:

Minimize (z) = (zT z)1/2 (22)
Subject to g (z) = 0                                        (23)

wherein z is a vector of the basic random variables in
the standard normal space and g (z) is the limit state
function in the standard normal space.  The relevant
relations as obtained through the Lagrange multiplier
approach for optimization may be summarized as fol-
lows:

The most probable failure point/design point/check-
ing point is expressed as

(24)

wherein  i* are the direction cosines and given as 

(25)

Missle

Soil

Concrete Barrier

Figure 1.  Problem formulation
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(26)

(27)
The reliability index and design points zi

* are
evaluated by solving the Eqs. (24) through (27) itera-
tively for normally distributed variables. If the design
variables do not follow normal distribution, the non-
normal probability distributions may be incorporated
in the analysis by transforming the non-normal vari-
ables into equivalent normal variables. The parameters
of the equivalent normal are estimated using the fol-
lowing relations:

(28)

(29)

wherein  Fi and fi =non- normal distribution and den-
sity functions of  xi;  and and = cumulative dis-
tribution and probability density functions for standard
normal variates respectively.

3.1  Numerical Algorithm
A simple numerical algorithm for FORM, as pre-

sented by (Nowak and Collins 2000), is provided
below.

(i) Formulate the limit state function. Determine the
probability distribution and appropriate parame-
ters for all random variables xi (i =1, 2…n)

(ii) Obtain an initial design point (xi*) by assuming
values for n-1 of the random variables xi.  Mean
values are often a reasonable choice. Solve the
limit state equation g (x) = 0 for the remaining ran-
dom variables.  This ensures that the design point
is on the failure boundary.

xi* correspon-
ding to nonnormal distribution, determine the
equivalent normal standard deviation and mean
using Eqs. (28) and (29).  If one and more xi* val-
ues corresponds to a normal distribution, then the
equivalent normal parameters are simply the actu-
al parameters.

zi*} corresponding
to the design point xi

* using Eq. (20).

function with respect to the reduced variates using
the equation.

(30)

Define a column vector {G} as the vector whose
elements are these partial derivatives multiplied by -1

(31)

(vi) Calculate  an  estimate  of using t he following  
relation

(32)

(vii)  Calculate  a   column   vector   containing   the 
sensitivity factors using

(33)

Figure 2.  Idealized  shear   strength-pressure rela-

Slope = 

p

o

R

L

CRH = R`/(2R)

Figure 3.  Definition of caliber radius head (CRH)
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(viii)   Determine  a new design point in reduced vari-
ates for n-1 of the variables using 

34)

(ix)  Determine the corresponding design point values 
in original  coordinates  for the n-1 values using 
the relation

(35)

(x)  Find out the  value of  the  remaining variable  by 
solving the limit state function g (x) = 0.

(xi)  Repeat steps (iii)  to  (x)   until and the design 
point {xi*} converge.

4.  Numerical Study

To illustrate the application of the present formula-
tion, a solid missile of (Siddiqui et al. 2002) was cho-
sen. This missile had a mass of  182 kg, a shank radius
of 0.0825 m and an impact velocity of 411-m/s. Other
statistical data that are needed for reliability assess-

ment are presented in Table 1. With these statistical
data and using limit state functions (Eqs. 14, 19) the
reliability of an underground concrete barrier was
evaluated. For this purpose, the algorithm presented
above was employed.

5.  Discussion of Results 

Table 2 presents the result of the reliability analy-
sis. The analysis gives the reliability index ( ) of an
underground concrete barrier as 1.66 and its corre-
sponding probability of failure (Pf) as 4.90  x 10-2.
These values show that the underground concrete bar-
rier is not as reliable as generally desired for structures
of importance. This is due to the fact that in a  proba-
bilistic design of important strategic structures, a reli-
ability index ( ) of less than 3 is never chosen
(Siddiqui et al. 2003). There is a number of ways to
improve the above from 1.66 to a desirable range,
eg. by increasing concrete thickness, concrete com-
pressive strength, the shear strength of the soil (by
specifying compaction), or by constructing the con-
crete barrier deeper in the soil. 

Table 1.  Statistical data and random variables

Table 2.  Results of the analysis
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It is to be noted that the desirable range shown in
Table 2 was chosen to cover a range which is general-
ly desired to ensure the safety of most important civil
engineering structures (Siddiqui 2003, Siddiqui et al.
2003, Khan et al. 2006). However, in practice these
values  are to be decided for any strucgture on the
basis of extensive calibration studies as well as on a
consideration of cost issues and the consequences of
failure.

5.1   Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to study the

influence of various random variables on the reliabili-
ty of an underground concrete barrier. This influence is
measured in terms of sensitivity factor ( j ), defined
above in Eqn. (33).  The values of sensitivity factors
are presented in a bar chart in Fig.  4.  This figure
shows that the sensitivity factor for missile mass, cal-
iber radius head (CRH) and impact velocity are posi-
tive, indicating that an increase in the magnitude of
these variables will decrease the concrete barrier relia-
bility. Other random variables are negative, indicating
that anincrease in their magnitude will increase the
reliability of the underground concrete barrier. Further,

Figure 4.  Sensitivity diagram
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This is due to the fact that as the velocity of a missile
increases its penetrating energy increases rapidly
whereas with the shank radius of missile resistance
offered by soil (or concrete) to missile penetration also
increases sharply.

5.2   Parametric Study 
As the desired reliability for any important structure

should range from 3 to 4, in the present study, some
parametric studies were also carried out to illustrate
how to achieve the desired reliability by altering the
design values of the parameters. For this purpose, a
reliability index equals to 3.2 ( T= 3.2 ) was selected
and the  following parametric studies were conducted
to obtain the desired value of the chosen parameter to
achieve this reliability.  Also, for this purpose, the vari-
ation of ( - T )2 was studied for different nominal
values of the selected parameter. The value of the
parameter for which ( - T )2 is close to zero, yields
the value of the parameter which makes the barrier as
reliable as desired. 

5.2.1  Effect of Depth of Soil Cover
In the present study, the concrete barrier was placed

at 10 m under the soil cover. This overlying soil acted
as energy dissipater to the missile. If a concrete barri-
er is placed in deeper soil, the missile will lose more of
its energy before hitting the concrete barrier and thus
the reliability of the concrete barrier will improve.
Figure 5 shows that when depth of the soil cover

nomical option then this option may be selected in
order to achieve the desired reliability.  Otherwise,
designers may consider some other parameters, dis-
cussed below, along with this one to achieve the
desired reliability.

5.2.2  Effect  of  Unconfined Compressive Strength of 
Concrete

Since the unconfined compressive strength of con-
crete offers resistance to missile penetration, an
increase in its value will correspondingly increase the
resistance to missile penetration. Based on the princi-
ple “ the less the penetration the more  the reliability",
one can say that the barrier reliability will increase
with an increase in the compressive strength of con-
crete. Figure 6 shows that to achieve the desired relia-
bility  (keeping other parameters same  as given in
Table 1) the compressive strength of the concrete
should be at least equals to 70 MPa.  If to construct a
concrete barrier with compressive strength above 70
MPa is very expensive then to achieve a desirable
range of reliability index ( T = 3.2) it is better to
increase the strength of the concrete along with other
feasible parameters such as the thickness of concrete
barrier, depth of the soil cover, shear strength (by spec-
ifying compaction) etc.

5.2.3  Effect of Concrete Thickness
In the present study an underground concrete barri-

er is said to have failed if a given missile completely

Figure 5.  Effect of depth of soil-cover on the reliability of buried concrete target
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desired reliability of 3.2 ( T = 3.2), the concrete thick-
ness should not be less than 3.0 m. As increasing the
thickness of concrete barrier is quite an expensive
option, it is better to also consider other parameters
along with the thickness to reach the desired reliabili-
ty.

5.2.4  Effect of Missile Velocity
The velocity of a missile is a measure of its kinetic

increases the  reliability of concrete barrier  decreases.
Figure 8 shows that the present concrete barrier is reli-
able enough if the impacting velocity of the missile is
less than 300 m/s. If concrete barrier is expected to
receive missiles with higher velocities, its reliability
should be improved by altering its design parameters,
as discussed above.  

Figure 6.  Effect of compressive strength of concrete on the reliability of buried concrete target

Figure 7.  Effect of concrete thickness on the reliability of buried concrete target 
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estimation of underground concrete barriers against
the normal impact of a missile has been presented.
The presented procedure was applied to a numerical
example to estimate its reliability. Some parametric
studies were also conducted to illustrate how to
achieve the desired reliability by altering the design
values of the parameters. For this purpose, a reliabili-
ty index equals to 3.2 ( T = 3.2 ) was selected and
analysis was done to obtain the design value of the
chosen parameter to achieve this reliability. The varia-
tion of ( - T )2 was studied for different nominal val-
ues of the selected parameter. The value of the param-
eter for which ( - T )2 is close to zero, yields the
value of the parameter which makes the barrier as reli-
able as desired. To demonstrate the relative influence
of various random variables (design parameters) on
barrier reliability a sensitivity diagram was also
shown. 
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